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Abstract
The processes that lead to material ejection when a solid sample is irradiated near and above the
pulsed laser ablation threshold are discussed. Emphasis is placed on the thermal and mechanical
mechanisms that occur during pulsed laser irradiation of metals and semiconductors. Distinctions
are drawn between ultrafast-pulsed irradiation, which occurs under stress confinement, and shortpulsed irradiation, in which stress is released during the laser pulse. Similarly, the distinctions
between the spallation and phase explosion regimes are discussed. Spallation is only possible when
the time of the laser heating is shorter than the time needed for mechanical equilibration of the
heated volume, while phase explosion can occur for pulses shorter than tens of ns. Nanoparticle
formation can occur directly in the plume as the result of the decomposition of ejected liquid layers
or a porous foam created by the phase explosion, as well as through condensation of vaporized
atoms (enhanced by the presence of an ambient gas).
Keywords
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Glossary
Coulomb explosion – rapid particle escape driven by the build up of like charges that repel each
other.
Short-pulsed laser – a laser with pulse duration in the range 1–30 ns.
Spallation – the process in which separation and ejection of a molten or solid layer is driven by the
relaxation of photomechanical stresses; it often proceeds through nucleation, growth and
coalescence of multiple voids in a subsurface region of an ablation target.
Two temperature model (TTM) – A model of energy transfer that explicitly takes into account the
different time scales for electron-electron energy transfer and electron-phonon energy transfer,
which results in different temperature for electrons and the lattice on an ultrafast time scale.
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Ultrafast-pulsed laser – a laser with pulse duration ≤ 10 ps.

Nomenclature
α – absorption coefficient
dtherm – thermal diffusion length
F – laser fluence, often given in J cm–2
κ – thermal diffusivity
MALDI – matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
λ – laser wavelength
ML – monolayer
p* – equilibrium vapour pressure
Tb – normal boiling temperature
τp – laser pulse length
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Introduction
Laser irradiation can lead to the formation of laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) [1-4]
by a variety of mechanisms that remove or displace surface material. Irradiation that is sufficiently
strong to induce melting can reshape a substrate surface through a variety of mechanisms including
solidification driven extrusion, hydrodynamics sputtering, capillary wave formation, the MullinsSekerka instability and laser zone texturing [5].
Laser ablation is characterized by the explosive release of material from an irradiated target. The
ablation process can be used to micromachine the target [6-11]. The formation of pillars during laser
ablation just above the ablation threshold is a widely observed phenomenon. Mazur and co-workers
[12] observed that reflectivity of silicon could be reduced across the whole of the visible and IR
spectrum by the formation of laser ablation pillars. The formation of black silicon [13, 14] is of great
interest in photonic and photovoltaic applications. Indeed, the ability of laser ablation to change the
reflectivity and colour of not only silicon but also metal surfaces is a general phenomenon [15, 16].
The nano/microstructures formed by laser ablation can be replicated by transfer to a polymer mold
[17]. Laser irradiation can also be used to remove tissue and control of biological cell growth [18].
Beginning in the 1980s lasers were routinely used for ophthalmic dissection and ablation
procedures. Its use soon spread to other medical subspecialties [19].
The material removed from the target can also be of interest. Shortly after lasers were first fired at
targets it was realized that the ejected material could be deposited into thin films in a controllable
fashion [20-23]. Famously, Kroto, Heath, O’Brien, Curl and Smalley discovered C60
(Buckminsterfullerene) by examining the products created by laser ablation of graphite [24], which
touched off a new frontier in carbon nanomaterials and led to the award of the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for three of the authors. Laser ablation is being used for solar cell manufacturing
applications [25, 26]. It is now widely recognized that laser ablation into vacuum, ambient gas or
liquid can be used in a controlled fashion to make nanoparticles, which, under the proper conditions,
exhibit not only a desired composition but also a narrow size distribution [27-30]. Laser ablation of,
e.g., Si or Ge in the presence of a metal catalyst can lead to the growth of nanowires [31].
The morphology of the irradiated and ablated target can be exploited for controlled marking of the
target. During the laser ablation process, nanoparticles and small clusters are formed along with
particulates made of large clusters and droplets. The size of the particulate debris may vary from
nanometers to microns. Depending on the application, the generation of particulates may be
undesirable for laser micromachining and deposition of thin films. Figure 1a shows a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of laser-generated particulates observed on the substrate surface
after ablation of an organic film [32]. Similar observations have been reported for metals, insulators
and semiconductors [33]. As will be discussed further, particulate density and size will vary with the
incident laser energy density, laser pulse width, wavelength, melt viscosity, initial surface roughness
and surrounding gas pressure. Odachi et al. [34] and Sharma et al. [35], for example, have reported
results on debris formation during femtosecond laser ablation of crystalline silicon and fused silica.
Femtosecond laser irradiation mostly generates finer particles of less than 150 nm and wool like
debris which contain nanoparticles of silicon and SiO2. There are significant differences in debris
formation during ablation with nanosecond as opposed to ultrashort pulsed lasers with pico to
femtosecond pulse durations due to high peak power and shorter laser interaction times. In the
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sections to follow, we discuss how photomechanical spallation and explosive boiling can lead to the
ejection of molten material and particulate formation.
The pulsed laser generated plume can be controlled by several means other than variation of the
laser irradiation parameters. One method that will be discussed further below is control via the gas
phase composition and pressure. Another method that is particularly suitable for minimizing laser
generated debris in marking applications, such as that observed in Fig. 1a, is to overcoat the
substrate with a transparent overlayer [32, 36, 37]. When laser ablation occurs, the overcoated film
confines the plume and laser generated molten material [37]. This completely suppresses formation
of laser generated particulates. Figures 1b and 1c show SEM images of a laser marked organic thin
film, which had been coated with a transparent SiO2 layer prior to ablation. No debris is observed on
the surface. Instead, only uniform and clearly discernable marks remain.

Figure 1. Nanosecond pulse laser generated marks on organic thin film without (a) and with (b,c) a
transparent SiO2 thin film overcoat confining the flow of molten material. The marks generated
without the confining overcoat, shown in (a), are irregularly decorated with ablation debris. Panel (b)
is an image where the top overcoat film confines the molten material and the overcoat film is still
present. Panel (c) shows the laser generated marks after the overcoat film was removed after laser
processing. There is no particulate formation in (b) and (c), while the laser-written marks on the thin
film are still clearly visible. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [32].
In this chapter, we concentrate on the mechanisms that create the plume of material ejected from a
target due to its irradiation with short (nanosecond) or ultrafast (picosecond and femtosecond)
pulsed lasers. The subsequent dynamics of the plume expansion and its role in the generation and
transport of nanoparticles is also discussed. The perspective will mainly be that of irradiation of
semiconductors and metals near and just above the ablation threshold with infrared, visible and
near UV lasers. Much of the discussion, however, is also relevant to molecular materials [19, 38],
which are of particular interest, for example, in applications such as laser surgery, processing of
polymeric materials, and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI).
Short Pulse Ablation
We begin our discussion from irradiation with short-pulsed lasers by which we mean nanosecond
(perhaps even to ≥ 150 ps) pulsed lasers. Commonly encountered lasers in this realm are Nd:YAG
solid state and fiber (operating at 1064, 532 or 355 nm most commonly), and excimer lasers such as
XeF (351 nm), XeCl (308 nm), KrF (248 nm) and ArF (193 nm). Incident photons are absorbed by the
target and excite the electrons. Compared to the timescale of short pulses, the excited electrons
rapidly transfer their energy to the lattice. Thus, the temperature of the electrons and phonons
4
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remains the same throughout the pulse. It is also important that, for strongly absorbing materials,
the mechanical relaxation of a region heated by laser irradiation occurs on a time scale of tens of
picoseconds [39]; that is, the irradiated area is able to expand during the short-pulse irradiation and
to relieve much of the stress that would otherwise accumulate in the excited volume. For metals
(and similarly for semiconductors much above their direct gap energy), the optical penetration depth
is only 10–20 nm. Below band gap irradiation of a semiconductor, e.g. Si irradiated at a wavelength
longer than roughly 350 nm for direct excitation, the laser penetration depth becomes longer and
exhibits strong wavelength dependence. The length scale for thermal diffusion during the laser
pulse, dtherm, is given by

dtherm = κ τ p ,

(1)

where κ is the thermal diffusivity and τp is the pulse length. At high temperatures, the thermal
diffusivity ranges from about 2 × 10–5 m2 s–1 for Fe to about 1 × 10–4 m2 s–1 for Cu. Thus, the thermal
diffusion length ranges from ~300 nm to ~700 nm over the course of a 5 ns pulse. These estimates
are consistent with, for example, the results of Pedraza et al. [40], who used the material
parameters provided in Ref. [41] to estimate that irradiation of Si with 248 nm photons from a KrF
laser with a pulse length of 25 ns and a fluence of 3 J cm–2 created a melt depth of ~1 µm that lasted
for 250 ns.
If the laser fluence is only sufficient to cause melting, a mechanical phenomenon known as
hydrodynamic sputtering can occur [5]. When performed under well-controlled conditions, the
hydrodynamic flow can be used for laser-induced forward transfer of liquid droplets [42]. As an
initially flat molten layer contracts in an attempt to lower its surface energy, the system evolves into
a hemisphere if the process is slow enough. However, when the initial velocity of the layer is high, a
liquid jet disintegrating into individual droplets may be ejected from the surface. The direction taken
by the ejected fluid can be controlled to some degree by modifying the wetting properties, i.e.
contact angle, and the initial geometry of the fluid [43].
Miotello and Kelly [44, 45] performed critical analysis of three types of thermal processes that may
be responsible for material loss during laser ablation: (a) Normal vaporization from the irradiated
surface, (b) heterogeneous bubble nucleation resulting from normal boiling in a zone extending from
the surface to a depth defined the absorption length and/or the thermal diffusion length dtherm, and
(c) homogeneous bubble nucleation leading to phase explosion (also called explosive boiling). Below,
we briefly consider these three possibilities.
As radiant energy is dumped into the irradiated volume, it will heat the solid. Sublimation of a solid,
which corresponds to the desorption of atoms/molecules from the surface of the solid exhibits a
rate Rsub that increases exponentially with temperature T according to

Rsub = σ A exp ( −ΔH m,sub RT ) ,

(2)

where A is a preexponential factor, ΔHm,sub is the molar enthalpy of sublimation (approximately
equal to the sum of the molar enthalpies of fusion ΔHm,fus and vaporization ΔHm,vap), T is temperature
and R the gas constant. Since solids have a surface density of atoms of σ ≈ 1019 m–2 ( = 1 monolayer =
1 ML) and a “usual” preexponential factor is A ≈ 1013 s–1, we can expect the rate of sublimation to
5
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exhibit zeroth order kinetics (the surface area is constantly replenished) with a value σA ≈ 1013 ML s–
1
. However, the thermal energy will diffuse out of the irradiated volume in several hundreds of
nanoseconds. For a material such as Si, for which ΔHm,sub ≈ ΔHm,fus + ΔHm,vap ≈ 50 kJ mol–1 + 359 kJ
mol–1 ≈ 409 kJ mol–1, we can estimate that even if the solid would be kept at its melting point of Tm =
1683 K for 1 µs, only 2 × 10–6 ML would desorb. If sufficient energy is deposited to melt the solid,
then the activation energy in Eq. (2) becomes ΔHm,vap. Nonetheless, a liquid held at its melting point
for 1 µs would only lose 7 × 10–5 ML and one held at its boiling point of Tb = 2628 K for 1 µs would
lose only 0.7 ML. Therefore, thermal evaporation is of no consequence for short pulse laser ablation
compared to the loss of tens or even hundreds of nm per pulse that is commonly observed in laser
ablation.
Concerning the second thermal mechanism, Miotello and Kelly [45] have shown that normal boiling
with heterogeneous bubble formation is subject to a major kinetic bottleneck in the process of
bubble diffusion. The formation and release of a bubble from the liquid/solid interface at the bottom
of the region melted by laser irradiation is so slow that it will simply not occur on a timescale of less
than 100 ns. This is because the value of the bubble diffusion coefficient leads to distances travelled
that are atomically small for both 1 ns and 100 ns even at twice the melting temperature.
This leaves only phase explosion as a viable explanation for the efficient removal of material by short
pulse laser ablation. Phase explosion can be understood in simplified terms with the help of the
diagram shown in Fig. 2, in which the reduced chemical potential µ/kBTc , where Tc is the critical
temperature and kB is Boltzmann constant, is plotted versus reduced volume (V/Vc, where Vc is the
critical volume). When the system is heated at equilibrium to its normal boiling temperature Tb, the
liquid will be in contact with an equilibrium vapour pressure of p* = 101 kPa. As the temperature
increases, the equilibrium vapor pressure increases as well. Under these conditions, the liquid and
vapour have equal chemical potential. When the material is rapidly heated by a laser pulse,
however, the saturated vapor pressure does not have time to build up above the irradiated surface,
and the liquid is brought to a metastable state, where the chemical potential of vapor is lower than
that of the liquid. The metastable liquid does not instantaneously transform into a vapour because
of the presence of a barrier separating the two states of the matter, Δµ‡. As can be seen from Fig. 2,
this barrier goes to zero at Tc, where the surface tension vanishes and the distinction between the
liquid and vapor phases disappears. In a rapidly heated metastable system, however, this barrier
vanishes at the spinodal temperature, Tspin, which is equal to the critical temperature Tc at the
equilibrium pressure but is lower for the superheated/underpressursed metastable liquid. A
thermodynamic analysis based on classical nucleation theory reveals that, similarly to Δµ‡, the
barrier for the homogeneous nucleation of vapor bubbles in the metastable liquid decreases and the
nucleation rate increases rapidly as the system approaches the spinodal line, which is invariably
below Tc. As a result, one expects the onset of massive homogeneous nucleation of vapor phase
(explosive boiling) at approximately 0.9 Tc [44, 45].
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Figure 2. The reduced chemical potential of a van der Waals fluid in the presence of saturation
vapour pressure plotted as a function of reduced volume. The presence of a barrier Δµ‡ separating
the liquid and vapor states prevents the immediate transformation of a superheated liquid into
vapour even in the presence of a strong thermodynamic driving force for the transformation.
The evolution of the irradiated system can be understood as follows. As energy is transferred from
the optical field to the sample, the temperature increases and the solid expands. Sublimation occurs
but does not remove a substantial amount of material due to the short timescale. Further energy
transfer increases the temperature to the melting point. After melting, which is occurring within the
nanosecond pulse duration, evaporation takes place from the upper surface of the liquid, but this is
not responsible for any significant material loss. Further energy deposition raises the temperature of
the liquid, which is now expanding outward away from the bulk of the target. As the temperature
reaches the threshold for the onset of the phase explosion, the superheated liquid is subject to
spontaneous (explosive) release of vapor that drives rapid expansion of the material away from the
irradiated target. This leads to the ejection of a mixture of vapour-phase atoms, atomic clusters, and
larger liquid droplets/nanoparticles. The formation of large liquid droplets is mainly coming from
decomposition of a transient foamy structure generated in the slowly expanding lower part of the
ablation plume [39, 46]. It can be thought of in terms of nucleation, growth and percolation of
multiple bubbles, as discussed in a theoretical treatment of Ref. [47]. The relative fractions of the
plume comprised by vapour, small clusters, and larger droplets depend on the irradiation conditions
and the composition of the target.
7
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Expansion of the ejected material proceeds much like an adiabatic free jet expansion [48, 49]
creating what is known as the laser ablation plume. The forward directed nature of explosive
evaporation results from anisotropic expansion velocities of different species, which are mainly
controlled by the initial dimensions of the expanding plume. Collisions during the early stages of the
expansion rapidly convert thermal energy into kinetic energy, which is mainly directed along the
target normal at the initial stage of the plume expansion. High expansion velocities are attained
which are rather uniform for all of the constituents of the plume. Collisions can also lead to changes
in the fractions of atoms and clusters observed in the plume as condensation leads to further
formation and growth of clusters. Evaporative cooling of clusters and droplets also occurs farther
along the plume trajectory. The populations of different excited state species in the plume is found
to vary with distance away from the target [50-53]. The shape and temporal development of an
ablation plume are exemplified in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The time evolution of visible emission from an aluminum plume recorded using an ICCD
camera. The exposure time used was 2 ns. The laser power density of the Nd:YAG laser (τp = 8 ns, λ =
532 nm) was 3 GW cm–2 and background pressure was 1.3 × 10–4 Pa. The timings in the images
represent the time after the onset of plasma formation. All of the images are normalized to their
maximum intensity. Plume behavior indicates free expansion. Reproduced with permission from Ref.
[54].
Condensation and cluster formation are enhanced if the ejected matter expands into an ambient gas
with a pressure above ~10 Pa. Compared to the expansion into a vacuum, the interaction of the
plume with an ambient gas is a far more complex gas dynamic process. The processes that occur
8
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include deceleration, attenuation, thermalization of the ablated species, diffusion, recombination,
formation of shock waves, and chemical reactions, in addition to clustering [54].
At a background pressure up to about 1 Pa, the plume expands freely. Up to about 10 Pa, there is
strong interpenetration of the plume and the ambient gas. Above this pressure, collisions of the
plume material with the ambient gas begin to change the nature of the plume expansion. A faster
moving component is sometimes observed to split off from a slower moving component to cause
plume splitting. Above 10 Pa, interpenetration falls off and a well-defined interface between plume
and ambient gas forms. Along with deceleration, turbulence also appears in the expanding plume.
Cluster and nanoparticle formation are greatly enhanced by ablating a material into a moderatepressure (10–1300 Pa) ambient gas. With increasing gas pressure, the film-deposition flux changes
from primarily atoms and ions to clusters and nanoparticles. For example, Lowndes et al. [55]
observed the deposition of 1–20 nm diameter Si nanoparticles onto Si substrates positioned 10–40
mm away from a Si wafer irradiated with ~1 J cm–2 of 193 nm light from an ArF excimer laser.
Miotello and Patel [56] observed the deposition of both 11 ± 4 nm diameter (when observed with
TEM) and 50–300 nm diameter (when observed at lower resolution with SEM) Co nanoparticles
deposited into a B matrix when a pressed disk of cobalt-boron powder was ablated with a KrF
excimer laser (F = 3 J cm–2, λ = 248 nm). The cluster size/nanoparticle distribution depends not only
on laser parameters (primarily τp, λ, and F) and ambient gas pressure but also the composition of the
gas (He versus Ar, or inert versus reactive) and how the particles are collected. If they are collected
onto a solid substrate, the distance to the substrate, its chemical composition and whether it is
heated are important. The plume can also be collected by entraining it into a flow of gas that passes
through a filter.
Laser ablation with ns-pulsed lasers is complicated by the fact that plume formation occurs during
the laser pulse [57]. When the laser light is absorbed by the plume, the plume becomes highly
ionized. A plasma strongly absorbs light and will shield the target from further irradiation. Strong
laser–plasma interaction creates an additional high-pressure/high-energy region fueling expansion
of the plume. As the plasma expands, the temperature drops very rapidly over the first 100 ns;
however, the drop is smaller at later times (>100 ns) because energy is regained in the
recombination of ions [54]. The plume is also responsible for high recoil pressure exerted on the
molten pool formed within the laser spot, which enhances ejection of material but also lowers the
quality of laser drilling due to rim formation and splatter.
Ultrafast Ablation
While electron equilibration time is on the order of tens to hundreds of fs, the electron-phonon
coupling time is typically on the order of ps. This led Anisimov to develop the two temperature
model (TTM) [58] for the description of ultrafast excitations of metals. Two temperatures are
required to describe the irradiated area because the electrons excited by a fs laser pulse first
equilibrate among themselves to attain a temperature Te. On a much slower timescale the energy of
the excited electrons is transferred to the lattice, which is described by the temperature Tl.
Direct application of Eq. (1) yields the thermal diffusion length of only 10 nm for a 1 ps pulse, which
is comparable to the penetration depth of light into a metal (the ballistic energy transfer by hot
9
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electrons may increase the effective depth of the energy deposition up to ~100 nm in metals with
low electron scattering rates [59, 60]). Furthermore, plume formation is significantly slower than the
pulse duration. Therefore, no shielding of the incident radiation by plume absorption occurs.
Because of these factors, several characteristics of laser ablation change in the ultrafast regime.
Short-pulse laser systems with τp ≥ 1 ns melt a significant amount of material that either does not
leave the target in the first place, moves under hydrodynamic flow or is redeposited. Nanosecond
ablation is always accompanied by the formation of a large heat-affected zone outside of the
irradiated area. This limits the achievable precision and the quality of the structures created with nspulsed lasers. On the other hand, ultrafast-pulsed laser ablation (τp < 10 ps) exhibits a much
shallower melting depth and smaller heat-affected zone. The material removal is more efficient for
ultrafast ablation, e.g. the ablation threshold is lowered and more material is ejected for the same
fluence. A logarithmic dependence with either one [61] or two [62] thresholds is found, as
exemplified for the latter case in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Ablation depth per pulse versus fluence for Ti:sapphire (τp = 150 fs, λ = 800 nm) irradiation
of Cu. Two threshold of 140 mJ cm–2 and 460 mJ cm–2 are found. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [62].
In Fig. 4, the ablation depth per pulse L for laser fluences F < 0.5 J cm–2 is described by the expression

L ≅ α −1 ln ( F Fth,α ) ,

(3)

where α –1 is the optical penetration depth and Fth,α is the threshold fluence for the ablation onset. A
logarithmic fit to the experimental data gives Fth,α =140 mJ cm–2 and α –1 =10 nm. This value for the
optical penetration depth is in good agreement with α –1 = 13 nm for Cu at a wavelength of 780 nm.
This regime is only observed for subpicosecond pulses.
At higher fluences F > 0.7 J cm–2, a second logarithmic dependence is observed,

L ≅ l −1 ln ( F Fth,l ) .

(4)

This regime is characterized by the higher energy penetration depth l = 80 nm and higher threshold
fluence Fth,l = 460 mJ cm–2. In this regime, only minor variations of the ablation depth per pulse are
observed over the pulse durations ranging from 500 fs to 4.8 ps.
10
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The explanation of two logarithmic dependences for subpicosecond-pulse laser ablation is
somewhat controversial. Nolte et al. explained it on the basis of the optical penetration depth and
the electron heat conduction [62]. They argue that, at low fluences, the density of hot electrons is
low enough so that the energy transfer out of the optical penetration depth is negligible. Therefore,
the optical penetration depth determines the length scale in the ablation depth versus fluence plot.
For higher fluences, the electronic heat conduction is important and the second logarithmic
dependence is found. The electronic heat diffusion occurs too rapidly for the first (low-fluence)
regime to be observed with pulses longer than 1 ps.
However, the results of detailed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [38, 39, 46, 63-65] suggest a
more nuanced explanation. The model applied to metals [46, 63-65] combines the MD method with
a continuum description of laser excitation, electron-phonon equilibration, and electron heat
conduction. The simulations reveal the important role of photomechanical effects in defining the
low-fluence threshold for the material ejection. The ultrafast ablation occurs not only in the regime
of thermal confinement, but also under mechanical stress confinement, when the time of the laser
heating is shorter than the time needed for the material expansion. As a result, the heating takes
place under almost constant volume conditions and leads to the generation of strong compressive
stresses. The mechanical action induced by the dynamic stress relaxation can lead to the separation
and ejection of (usually molten) layer/droplets from the target. This mechanism of material ejection
is commonly refered to as spallation [65] that proceeds through nucleation, growth and coalescence
of multiple voids in a subsurface region of an irradiated target.1
The spalled layer is unstable with respect to decomposition into droplets/nanoparticles and, as a
result, the ablation yield in the spallation regime is characterized by a large mass fraction of large
particulates and a minor presence of atoms or small clusters. As the fluence increases above the
spallation threshold, the thickness of the spalled layer decreases until it finally vanishes with the
emergence of phase explosion [46].
A possible explanation for the occurrence of the second threshold for high-yield laser ablation – the
fast rising curve in Fig. 4 – is the combined effects of the phase explosion and melt expulsion due to
the recoil pressure exerted by the ablation plume. Upon increase in the fluence of ultrafast
irradiation beyond the threshold for phase explosion, the proportion of plume fraction composed of
atoms and small clusters increases. The exact proportions depend on the irradiation conditions as
well as the target material. For example, Barcikowski et al. [30] performed laser ablation
experiments in air with eight different materials using a Ti:sapphire laser (τp = 120 fs, λ = 800 nm, 1
mJ per pulse, 1 kHz repetition rate). They have shown that ablated graphite and Mg produce the
highest percentage of nanoparticles (95–98%). Under identical conditions, Au and Ag aerosols are
characterized by a significantly lower fraction of nanoparticles (15–25%).

1

For clarity we only discuss spallation in the context of ultrafast excitation, where it is most
frequently encountered. However, the occurance of spallation depends on the laser penetration
depth. When it is large (e.g., micrometers or longer – as in biological tissue or Si irradiated at photon
energies below the bandgap), the stress confinement and spallation can play a role in nanosecond
laser ablation as well.
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In the subnanosecond regime, the pulse duration strongly affects the yield [62, 63]. Shorter pulses
generally exhibit a higher yield. By comparing results of the simulations performed with 1 ps versus
50 ps excitation, it was found that stress confinement is responsible for the enhanced yield with
shorter pulses because stress release synergistically contributes to the material ejection during
phase explosion. Thus, both stress confinement and a lack of plume-induced shielding favour higher
yields for ultrafast irradiation compared to longer pulse irradiation.
The environment above the target plays a strong role in ablation yield and plume dynamics.
Femtosecond laser ablation in a gaseous environment is characterized by an up to 10 times higher
ablation rate compared to laser ablation in water [30]. Despite much lower production rates, laser
ablation in water and aqueous solutions allows for greater ability to manipulate the size, size
dispersion and other properties of the nanoparticles. In particular, ablation at the liquid/solid
interface can be used to synthesize nanoparticles with a small mean size and low size dispersion, and
to form ultra-pure colloidal nanoparticles without using any chemical precursors or additives.
As revealed by the simulations of Wu and Zhigilei [46], the yield of species in the plume varies with
size. Small atomic clusters and larger droplets are predicted to exhibit power law size distributions,
with clusters and droplets characterized by different power law exponents in the range –1.4 to –2.3.
Interestingly, a simplified Monte Carlo modelling of the phase explosion by considering rapid
nucleation and growth of vapor bubbles also predicts a power law size distribution of droplets with
similar values of the power law exponent [47].
It should be recognized that a Gaussian laser intensity profile – as is usually encountered for most
lasers other than excimer lasers – means that the central more intense portion of the beam may
activate the phase explosion mechanism while the lower intensity wings are simultaneously capable
of inducing spallation. A composite schematic from Ref. [46] of all the processes occurring during
ultrafast ablation above the spallation and ablation thresholds is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. The integral visual picture of melting, generation of subsurface voids and material ejection
from an Al target irradiated by a 100 fs laser pulse. The laser beam has a Gaussian spatial profile with
a peak absorbed laser fluence of 2,050 J m–2, as shown in the bottom part of the figure. The
representation of the laser-induced processes at the scale of the whole laser spot is based on a
“mosaic approach”, where snapshots from individual TTM-MD simulations taken at the same time of
150 ps after the laser pulse are aligned with locations within the laser spot that correspond to the
values of local fluence used in the simulations, as shown by the thin vertical and horizontal dashed
lines. The atoms in the snapshots are colored by their potential energy, from blue for low energy
atoms in the bulk of the target to red for the vapor-phase atoms. The red dots connected by the red
line mark the location of the melting front. The thicknesses and locations of the top void-free layers
are shown by black bars for simulations performed in the spallation regime and, in the case of the
lowest fluence of 650 J m–2, just below the spallation threshold. For two local fluences, 650 and 900 J
m–2, the locations of the melting front and the void-free layers are marked without showing the
corresponding snapshots. The velocities of the top void-free layers at 150 ps are provided in the
figure. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [46].
The greater excitation density of ultrafast ablation, as alluded to above, leads to a potentially
increased importance for nonthermal ejection mechanisms. Indeed, evidence shows that
nonthermal pathways do make a measurable contribution, even if it is not the predominant
mechanism of material ejection. It has been argued [66] that Coulomb explosion (or a related
process) is observed, if the laser energy is deposited in a very short time, perhaps 20–200 fs
depending on the material. A signature of this mechanism is the emission of particles with kinetic
energies as high as several eV. While no evidence of nonthermal ejection with 248 nm ns pulses was
found, Henley et al. [52] observed evidence of nonthermal ejection of C from graphite with fs pulses,
and Bashir et al. [66] observed hyperthermal Si atoms emitted from Si(111) wafers irradiated by
Ti:sapphire laser (τp = 25 fs, λ = 800 nm). Coulomb explosion is more likely in insulators, for UV
irradiation or for extremely intense ultrafast irradiation, during which multiphoton or high-field
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effects start to play a role [20]. Indeed, it has been shown theoretically [67] that the Coulomb
explosion can be activated in wide-bandgap dielectrics, where laser-induced electron photoemission
can produce positive charge accumulation up to the level sufficient for disintegration of a surface
layer of the target by electrostatic repulsive forces. In semiconductors and metals, on the other
hand, the high mobilities of charge carriers prevent the charge accumulation and make the Coulomb
explosion unlikely.
Conclusions
A plume of atoms, small clusters and nanoparticles is formed during laser ablation. Especially at gas
pressures above 10 Pa or for irradiation into liquids, the plume provides a ready source of
nanoparticles. The size distribution of the nanoparticles can be controlled by adjusting both the
irradiation parameters and the characteristics of the substrate onto which they are collected and the
environment around it. The primary mechanism of material removal during laser ablation – both for
nanosecond and ultrafast pulsed irradiation – is phase explosion. As the temperature of the solid
approaches the spinodal temperature, the expanding heated layer spontaneously decomposes into a
mixture of vapor-phase atoms and liquid droplets. For ultrafast irradiation, an additional ablation
mechanism is the photomechanical spallation, which may lead to the ejection of liquid layer and
droplets below the threshold for the phase explosion. Laser ablation is highly prized for its ability to
produce films that are structured over the nano- and meso-scales both on the irradiated target and
the substrate that is used to collect material from the ablation plume.
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